
STUDIO (EKP118)
Slim Laptop Backpack 
- Fits 14.1” Laptop / 15” MacBook Pro

Sometimes a little can go a long way. Slim, small, 
and conservatively styled, the Studio makes short 
work of the commute and projects a professional 
edge when you walk through the door.

Slim Laptop Backpack
Looking for a subtly stylish day bag to carry your laptop, tablet, and 
bare necessities without added bulk? The Studio is the ultimate 
solution for today’s mobile manager or commuting professional. Its 
compact appearance expertly preserves an executive look while it 
conceals a smartly-organized interior just big enough to store and 
protect what its wearer needs for the day’s work.

Dedicated Slots for 14.1-Inch Laptop/MacBook Pro 
15 and iPad/Kindle/Tablet
The Studio safely stores a 14.1-inch laptop/MacBook Pro 15 in its own 
thick-walled, felt-lined pocket. An adjacent felt-lined pocket offers yet 
another dedicated slot for your iPad/Kindle/tablet, and both come 
equipped with anti-shock foam padding and are easily accessible for 
everyday use or when checking through airport security.

Trolley Handle Pass-Through Strap  
with Hidden Stash Pocket
Hidden just behind the lumbar pad sits a space correctly sized to 
pass smoothly over luggage handles, allowing you to stack your 
bags for increased mobility should you need to take the backpack 
on a trip. Within it sits a zippered stash compartment – ideal for 
passports and other sensitive items – that is easily accessible when 
the bag is off and obscured from view while it is worn.

Wide, Ergonomic Shoulder Straps  
with Zippered Stash Pocket
The Studio comes with wide, soft straps that help spread load. 
These straps are easily adjustable to ensure maximum comfort,  
and the left-hand strap features a convenient, zippered stash pocket.

Integrated Laptop Corner Guard System
In addition to felt lining and ample padding, this bag features  
Everki’s innovative integrated laptop corner guard system – molded, 
shock-absorbing pads embedded into the bottom that protect the 
corners of your device.

Well-Organized Compartments
This backpack maximizes storage space without adding bulk. 
As well as its laptop/tablet compartment, it features a second 
zippered compartment outfitted with a large see-it-all pocket, key 
ring buckle, and slots for pens and business cards – with room left 
over for adaptors, USB drives, and cables. In addition, an easily-
accessible outer zippered pocket allows the bag’s wearer to quickly 
store and retrieve tickets, cellphone or earbuds.

Specifications
Model: EKP118
Fits laptops up to: 14.1”
Laptop compartment: 25.7 x 3.9 x 34.5 cm
External dimensions: 28 x 11.5 x 40 cm
Bag weight: 1kg
Warranty: Limited Lifetime Warranty


